
		
		
		




	

	
		
			Bookings now open for activities!

			Preseli Venture is in transition – watch this space for exciting changes! Whilst we’re not currently offering all-inclusive adventure packages, we hope to reopen bookings for our newly-renovated accommodation in the Spring, and in the meantime, you can book activities here.

		

	





	
		Call us on: 01348 837709
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DISCOVER FREEDOM




Coasteering, Surfing, Sea Kayaking, Boat trips, SUP Boarding, Canoeing, Climbing and  Coastal Explorer Days.








Activities for Adults & Families on the Pembrokeshire Coast




Paddle, jump, surf and traverse a magical landscape, taking precious time in Nature’s playground to explore, discover and reconnect.




This immersive and inspiring range of local adventure experiences is hand-picked by us and delivered to you by our trusted activity partners. You’ll be kitted up with high-quality gear & equipment, and in the safe hands of fully qualified guides who will take you out to some incredible untouched and beautiful wilderness locations. 
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Surfing




With some of the best sandy beach breaks in Wales, clean Atlantic swells, and expert guidance, you’ll be on your feet surfing in no time. Adult & family-friendly.





BOOK SURFING
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Stand-Up Paddle Boarding 




Find your sea legs on a SUP board, gliding along between sea and sky with a unique perspective of the magical marine world beneath your feet. Adult & family-friendly.





BOOK SUP-BOARDING
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Coasteering




Scramble, climb, traverse, ledge leap, plunge and swim! Explore Pembrokeshire’s rocky intertidal zone in this uniquely immersive activity for adults and families.





BOOK COASTEERING
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Sit-on-top Kayaking




Adult and family beginner-friendly kayaking trips. Incredible coastal scenery and an astounding variety of wildlife make Pembrokeshire a paddler’s paradise.





BOOK KAYAKING
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Boat Trips




Circumnavigate magnificent offshore Islands on exhilarating boat trips, spotting seals, porpoises and a wealth of Atlantic sea birds along the way. All ages are welcome.





BOOK BOAT TRIPS
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Coastal Explorer Days




This is the ultimate off-the-beaten-track experience for adults and families: a unique blend of coasteering, kayaking, coastal foraging and fishing.





BOOK EXPLORER
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Sea Kayaking Day




Adult and family beginner trips using full-length touring sea kayaks. Find yourself sea kayaking through magnificent rock gardens, sea stacks, arches and majestic caves. 





BOOK SEA KAYAKING
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Canoeing




Explore the Cleddau & Teifi River by open canoe. Estuary tours carve an incredible path through the heart of Pembrokeshire: perfect for nature-loving adults and families.





BOOK CANOEING
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Rock Climbing




Traverse the awe-inspiring crags and cliffs of the coast in the safe hands of Pembrokeshire’s most experienced climbing afficionados. 





COMING SOON













	
		

												
						

								One of the best adventure companies we’ve been to!


								Reviewed July 2023 
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
								
Both the surfing and coasteering activities I did with my family were led by passionate, engaging and professional staff members. The interaction with my girls during the coasteering was a highlight with gentle encouragement when needed as well as lots of fun facts about the life on the rocks and on the pools. On of the best activity companies we have ever used.




								Greg Shaw


																	Scroll to read more reviews

														

	
						
						
					
						

								Well organised, with competent, friendly instructors.


								Reviewed May 2023 
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
								
We had great fun seal kayaking in the morning and coasteering in the afternoon with Olli and George as instructors. The activities were just at the right level of difficulty for the groups. Both instructors also had great knowledge of of the local flora and fauna which they share in conversation. We were there as a family with our two boys aged 12 and 14, and we all had a fabulous time. May well do a repeat next year!




								Elisabeth Afseth-Millar


														

	
						
						
					
						

								Looked after brilliantly


								Reviewed August 2023 
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
								
We had a great time. My boys and I were brilliantly looked after, both coasteering and surfing. Safety was clearly a priority for Sam on both occasions, but without negating any enjoyment or the ‘fun’ risk involved. Clear tuition.




								Ben Parry


														

	
						
						
					
						

								Very knowledgeable instructor


								Reviewed July 2023 
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
								
A brilliant morning! Well organised, very knowledgeable instructor (Finn) ensured that my 9 year old son and I had a simply great time! Well done and thanks!




								Ben Cruise


														

	
						
						
					
						

								Loved learning facts about the coastal wildlife!


								Reviewed May  2023 
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
								
Finn was a great instructor, encouraging all of us along the way. He also gave us bonus facts about the surrounding environment and barnacle anatomy. Would definitely come back to try more adventures here.




								Laura Pullin


														

	
						
						
					
						

								Knowledgable, fun, patient guides


								Reviewed July 2022 
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
								
Our family had an amazing experience with Preseli Venture during July 2022. We sea kayaked and coasteered over two days. Our guides were knowledgeable, patient, fun and professional. The gear was in great condition, the lodge had such a great energy and vibe, and the food was excellent.




								Adam Charnley 


														

	
						
						
					
						

								Guides clearly love their job!


								Reviewed August 2022 
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
								
We had an amazing experience with half day kayaking and half day surfing. The instructors were friendly, accomodating and knowledgeable. They all clearly love their jobs and that came across during our sessions. We cannot recommend preseli venture enough and would love to come back to have a go at coasteering!




								Aroosa Malik


														

	
						
						
					
						

								Friendly, encouraging & knowledgable guides


								Reviewed August 2022 
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
								
The kayaking and camping was amazing. Ollie and Fin were both very friendly and knowledgeable about the area and were both very encouraging with all people on the trip helping them to improve their skills and challenge themselves. The trip was a good overall length and it was a lot of fun to go between the rocks around the shoreline getting to explore Pembrokeshires rugged coastline. Both Ollie and Fin are excellent ambassadors for Preseli Venture and I cannot thank them enough for taking the trip to the next level!




								Thomas Money


														

	
						
						
					
						

								Spot on instructing


								Reviewed September 2021 
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
								
We had a great time, really enjoyed the kayaking. The instructors were spot on, many thanks again and you have left us with great memories.




								Andrew Jefferies


														

	
						
						
					
						

								Fun surf on a beautiful beach


								Reviewed September 2021 
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
								
Great instructors, really fun afternoon surfing on a beautiful beach. All wetsuits and equipment was provided, so a completely stress free experience. I would definitely go again!




								Rebecca Bowler


														

	
						
						
					
						

								Easy going but safe


								Reviewed September 2021 
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
								
Had a brilliant coasteering experience last week that we are still chatting about now! …We loved the easy-going yet safe nature of our leaders and couldn’t get over how much fun we had; swimming, scrambling, jumping, exploring…….this adventure has it all. 




								Emma Rochfort


														

	
						
						
					
						

								Welcoming guides


								Reviewed August 2021 
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
								
Very welcoming, reassuring and ensured everyone felt involved. Great afternoon, would highly recommend.




								James Tipton


														

	
						
						
					
						

								Amazing experience


								Reviewed August 2021 
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
								
It was amazing, beyond expectation, I have recommended it to all my friends.




								Susan Ho


														

	
						
						
					
						

								Educational and exhilarating


								Reviewed August 2021 
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
								
What a fab coasteering experience. Thanks to our fab instructors John and Aron for guiding us around the headland at Abercastle, educating us on geography, flora and fauna, and giving us all an exhilarating coasteering experience. Length of trip spot on, swim and jumps amazing.




								Emily Carr


														

	
						
						
					
						

								Preseli Venture is a class act!


								Reviewed August 2021 
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
								
You are a class act. Excellent staff. Relaxed and expert.




								Crispin Pettifer


														

	
						
						
					
						

								Great for wildlife spotting


								Reviewed August 2021 
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
								
My daughter and I had a great time coasteering with Tom. We were delighted to see some seals and Tom was able to tell us about some of the sea birds in the area and their nesting and other more unusual habits. For us, it was a great way to spend an afternoon!




								Beverly Dillon


														

	
						
						
					
						

								Fantastic location


								Reviewed August 2021 
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
								
We had friendly and informative guides and went to some fantastic locations. We had a fab morning and really recommend these guys.




								Katie Boag


														

	
						
						
					
						

								Fantastic coasteering guidance


								Reviewed August 2021 
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
								
Brilliant team, set up, equipment and coasteering experience. Tommy and Erin were fantastic at giving our family of 6 an amazing time coasteering.




								Emma Harper


														

	
						
						
					
						

								Encouraging and easy-going


								Reviewed July 2021 
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
									
								
Lots of fun. Great instructors. Super friendly, encouraging and easy going. Would highly recommend coasteering with them – you see some cool stuff and it really is any experience level!




								Caroline Dadd


														

	
						
						
					
						

								Environmentally concious trip!


								Reviewed July 2021 
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
								
Well organised, friendly and helpful leaders; and in discussion they clearly have concern for the marine environment and endeavour to do no harm whilst kayaking and coasteering.




								Dee Mustin


														

	
						
						
					
						

								Brilliant day out for kids! 


								Reviewed July 2021 
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
								
Children had a brilliant day out, they had a adventure that will stay with them forever,, can’t wait to rebook and do something else at preseli venture.




								Aly Lake-Jerome


														

	
						
						
					
						

								Spectacular location


								Reviewed June 2021 
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
								
The kayak in the open sea was beautiful and its made me want to go again. The views are spectacular and the whole team are awesome!




								Katia Goncalves


														

	
						
						
					
						

								Inspirational instructors


								Reviewed June 2021 
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
								
Brilliant place, great time, really patient and inspiring instructors in Ollie and Sam.




								Hamish Stuart


														

	
						
						
					
						

								Everything perfect! 


								Reviewed May 2021 
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
								
Everything was perfect from the time we arrived at Preseli… The instructors were very nice, patient and had a good sense of humour which made it even more fun for us. We cannot wait to book our next adventure.




								Farai Zhou


														

	
						
						
					
						

								Warm welcoming guides


								Reviewed May 2021 
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
								
Great sea kayaking experience. Would recommend. Jess was a ray of sunshine.




								Maxine Thomas


														

	
						
						
					
						

								Informative and clear instruction


								Reviewed May 2021 
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
								
It was excellent. The instructor/guide was informative & was able to take into account the varying aptitude’s of the various participants.




								Tony O’Mahony


														

	
						
						
					
						

								Fun trip in a beautiful place!


								Reviewed October 2021 
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
																			★
									
								
We always have a lovely time when we go out with you. It’s obvious that your instructors are experienced, know the terrain and put safety first. But then it’s all about having fun and enjoying the beautiful Pembrokeshire coast.




								Nick Snee


														

	
						
						
											

	






	














Stay at Preseli Venture 




The eco barn & lodges offer the perfect place to unwind after a day at sea. 




Located on the North Pembrokeshire coast, between Fishguard and St Davids, Preseli Venture is just a 15-minute walk from the wild, secluded, sand-and-shingle beach of Abermawr and its magical little neighbouring bay, Aberbach. From here you can join the Pembrokeshire Coast Path, an undulating national trail that hugs the vast and varied coastline for 186 miles. 
























THE ECO BARN




This year, Preseli Venture will unveil the newest addition to its range of accommodation. Currently being refurbished, the eco barn will be available to book by Spring 2024. The barn stands apart from the eco lodge and will be able to sleep up to 8 guests. It’ll be the perfect sanctuary for larger families or those wanting more of their own space. A unique and tasteful conversion, the eco barn has stunning views of the North Pembrokeshire coast and makes the most of its incredible location with a large balcony overlooking the wild wooded valley that winds down to Abermawr beach. 




Contact us to join the waiting list for their brand-new eco barn. 









THE ECO LODGES




Throughout 2024, the eco lodge will be renovated into a series of self-contained units, each with its own kitchen facilities and living space. These unique and beautifully presented lodges will be in a range of sizes, so we can continue to welcome all sorts of adventurers; solo-travellers, couples, small families, large families and small groups.




There will be some private garden areas for individual lodges but the outdoor spaces you will remember, such as the lawn and courtyard will continue to offer a sense of vibrant community where children can play and roam freely whilst adults can get together for a local brew around the bonfire. 
























THE CAMPSITE




Our camping and glamping meadow just next door at Preseli Glamping provides the perfect base for your adventure break. Fourteen spacious grassy camping pitches span the length of a rolling meadow, separated by saplings and each with its own fire pit, cooking grill and picnic table and benches. Pitch up on the hillside with dramatic views down to the sea or nestle yourself in an amphitheatre of birdsong down in the sheltered woodland valley. We also offer luxury glamping in our Geodesic Dome, a unique hemispherical wood-and-canvas structure nestled in a peaceful clearing of wild Welsh woodland.


















Meet your adventurous edge on the wild and un-spoilt North Coast of Pembrokeshire. 









All of our carefully curated local activities have one thing in common – every provider is committed to a sustainable, respectful relationship with the natural world, exploring responsibly and leaving no trace behind. If you share a curiosity for the coastal environment, you’ll find your guides are always thrilled to pass on their deep knowledge of local flora, fauna and geology, and what you can do to protect it. 
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The Eco Barn





COMING SOON
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Family Adventure Breaks





COMING SOON
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Meet the Preseli Venture Team
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Join the Shoal




…for adventure inspiration, news, stories and exclusive offers.





SIGN UP TO OUR NEWSLETTER















Any questions we haven’t covered?









Just call us on 01348 837709 or contact us and one of our team will be happy to help. 




Read our TripAdvisor reviews














	


	
	
		

		

			
				

					Quick Links

					
						
								About Us
	FAQs
	Contact Us
	Reviews


						

						
								Safety
	How to Find Us
	T & C’s
	Privacy Policy


						

					


				

				
					Visit

					Preseli Venture, Parcynole Fach, Mathry, Haverfordwest, Pembrokeshire, SA62 5HN, WALES, Call us on 01348 837709 Office opening hours: Monday to Sunday 9am to 5pm


					
				


				
					Sign up to our newsletter


					You’ll receive the latest news, including calendar highlights and inspiring ideas.


										
					    
			
					    
					

Leave this field empty if you're human: 


				

				
					Connect

					
					
													
								
								




 Watch us on You Tube
							
						
													
								
								
 Follow us on Facebook
							
						
													
								
								
 Follow us on Twitter
							
						
													
								
								
 Follow us on Instagram
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